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                     P R E S I D E N T ‘ S    M E S S A G E

Dear PPS Members –

“Each moment is a place to which you’ve never been,”
– one of the pearls I gathered in Utah. What a wonderful
moment-filled summer I’ve had traveling in Arizona and Utah, and then
on return to Pennsylvania, all the way to New Hampshire and Maine: very
different environments, but all with their own characteristic charm. One of
the most memorable experiences was the NFSPS Convention in Salt
Lake City. My husband Bill and I found Salt Lake City to be very
beautifully laid out with clean, wide streets, convenient TRAX train travel,
and amazing architecture surrounded by glorious mountains. I highly
recommend it if you are considering a visit. The friendly NFSPS planners
of the convention who arranged a top-notch conference with great
workshops and speakers, wonderful meals and desserts, door prizes,
and keepsakes wisely provided time for us to visit an arts festival
downtown and attend a performance of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir.
Paul Ford deserves a special thank you for escorting everyone around.
The talented and entertaining keynote speaker, Lance Larson, named to
a five-year term as Poet Laureate of Utah, reminded us about the
importance of the volta, the sonnet’s turn “that introduces into the poem a
possibility of transformation, like a moment of grace.” The volta in the
poem that was my stay in Utah was when I turned and saw the 400
member Mormon Tabernacle Choir with the pipes of the organ reaching
toward the sky high above them. What a powerful visual metaphor for
what volunteers can accomplish! Working together as a great volunteer
organization, PPS can find creative and new ways to keep our poetry
society vibrant and stable into the next decade.

Hope to see many of you at Allenberry for our Fall Conference with
the Keysner Poets as hosts on October 18, 2014. We will be discussing
important issues and electing a new slate of officers for next year.

     Sincerely,
     Susan Nelson Vernon, President, PPS, Inc.
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                    P P S   S T A F FP P S   S T A F FP P S   S T A F FP P S   S T A F F

President - Susan N. Vernon

Immediate Past President -
                    Richard T. Lake

V. President - Vacant

Immediate Past V. President -
                    Lynn Fetterolf

Recording Secretary -
                  Constance Trump

Treasurer - Wendy Bream

Corres. Secretary - Ann Gasser

Historian - Toni Carey

Trustees:

(2016) Ann Copeland

(2020) DeAnna Spurlock

(2014) Catherine Hoffman

(2016) Walter Brandenburg

\Membership Committee (to 2017)
  Nancy Kline - Chair
  Kara Valore
  Marilyn Downing

Pegasus Contest
  David Greene - Chair

Prize Poems Book- Ann Gasser

PPS Contest
 Vicky Fake-Weldon - Chair

Endowments & Audit - Trustees

Temp. Sylvan Editor - Ann Gasser

Mailing - PPS Volunteers

PPS Webmaster -
           Billy Pennington

A D D R E S S E S   F O R   P P S,  I N C.  C O N T A C T S

 PPS Matters—Susan N. Vernon, President  Tel.717-422-5074
                           1108 Linn Drive,  Carlisle,  PA   17013
                                                     E-mail: snvernon@comcast.net

 Dues, etc.—Wendy Bream, Treasurer   Tel. 717-226-1997
             114 South Bedford Street,  Carlisle,  PA  17013
                                                     E-mail: AccountingPPS@comcast.net
Annual

  Contest—Vicky Fake-Weldon, Contest Chair  Tel. 717-737-5342
                        108 N. 26th Street, Camp Hill, PA 17011

                                                E-mail: dvweldon51@gmail.com

PEGASUS Cont.—David Greene, Chair  Tel. 717-533-7097
                     145 Whiskey Run Road,  Newville, PA  17241
                                    E-mail: greenedark@embarqmail.com
Nominating
Committee—Ann Copeland, Chair  Tel. 570-878-4576
                           68 W. Main Street, Apt. 2,  Landisville,  PA  17538
                                    E-mail:  ampcopeland@gmail.com
General
Corresp.—Ann Gasser, Corresponding Sec.Tel. 610-374-5848
                        801 Spruce Street,  West Reading,  PA 19611-1448
                                    E-mail:  aubadeg@verizon.net

 PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE TO PPS MEMBERS....

PPS publishes its newsletter “THE SYLVAN” 4 times a
year and because all PPS members are automatically
members of NFSPS, we distribute the NFSPS newsletter
STROPHES 4 times a year to PPS members.  Unless
members request hard copies of these newsletters,or if there
is no E-mail address, they will be sent by E-mail.
“Pennessence” is an Online monthly journal of members’
poems illustrated in color. It is sent to members by E-mail only.
“The SYLVAN,” “STROPHES” and “PENNESSENCE” can be
found Online at the NFSPS website.  To see “the SYLVAN”
and “PENNESSENCE” click State Links, Pennsylvania,
Publications.  “PRIZE POEMS,” a book of poems that win in
our annual contests, is automatically “snail-mailed” to all
members.  It is not available Online.

DO YOU HAVE INNOVATIVE IDEAS?

If you are one of those innovative thinkers who is always
 looking for a better way to do things,  perhaps some of your
 good ideas could be applied to PPS. Feel free to share these
 with our staff. You might be the one who comes up with a
 brand new way to boost membership. Poets are known for
“thinking outside the box.”  What’s on YOUR creative mind?



   CHARACTER SKETCHES--If you have an interesting memory of a PPS member who is no longer active, and you
   would like to share it with our members in a future issue, please submit it to your editor. Here is a sample:

   REMEMBERING ANDREW T. ROY,  Vice President of PPS, Inc—by A. Gasser
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Dr.Andrew T. Roy lived a life that combined the zeal of a missionary with the soul of a poet.  He studied at The University
of Edinburgh for two years and acquired a master's degree from Princeton University in 1938, followed by a doctorate from
Princeton in 1948. He worked in China teaching philosophy through wars and revolution, was deported by the Chinese
communists in 1951 but returned to Hong Kong for another 18 years at a time when Christian missionaries were unwelcome in
China. He later privately published a memoir called "Never a Dull Moment." After retiring in 1982 he lived in Philadelphia, then in
1984 moved to St.Clair, PA, close to Pittsburgh, and was very active in Pittsburgh Poetry Society, began to serve as a PPS vice
president in 1986, and was on the Board of Pennsylvania Poetry Society for several years.

In May of 1994, Andrew Roy and the Pittsburgh Poetry Society (which at that time was a chapter of PPS, Inc.) hosted the
PPS Spring Meeting.  He arranged for PPS members to rent a few overnight rooms at the University Club, which was very
convenient as the meeting was held in the banquet hall of that club.  Pennsylvania's first (and only) Poet Laureate, Samuel Hazo
was guest speaker and the meeting was also attended by Dr. Alfred Dorn of New York City, and his friend, Norman Kraeft of
Connecticut, both prominent in U.S. poetry circles. It was a memorable once-in-a-lifetime-event!

Below are poems written by Dr. Roy.  Amazon lists at least 2 copies of a book titled “A DEEP HUNGER STARTS” which
contains a 1988 collection of his poems
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   4.
With every filling of the wagon we traveled in relief
out to the orchard where we spread the stuff,
like peasants sowing seed till vespers sounded.
“The winds were fresh and helped us share
the heavy rich aroma.

5.
A Chinese Lotus when in flower
suggests true purity
though rooted deep in mire and muck.
We had our feet for weeks in worse
but never budded Lotus flowers
nor felt symbolic pureness.

6.
I did not list the days till shovels hit the metal floor,
nor did I count the tons we shoveled.
I only thought of Dante’s nice Inferno,
or cost of buying shoes and clothes again.

7.
In the end we grew to like the moistened warmth
of hell in winter,
but our social life was chilled beyond repair.

1.
High School over in mid-winter, an uncle
called from Somerset wanting me to fertilize
a grove of apple trees

He bought a railway car of farm manure,
a gondola open to the top heaped high
(I had supposed gondolas were far lovers,
moonlight nights in Venice.)
This one was not.

2.
With wagon hitched beside the tracks,
I, and a buddy, shovel laden, climbed the metal rungs.
We gazed, not like “stout Cortez, when with eagle eyes
stared at the Pacific....” but as untried kids,
at once aware of the misery ahead.

The contents had an undulating shape
leopards under a fallen tent
crouched and waiting for our innocent approach.

In fact, the load was blanketed with recent snow
and lay inert.
The wind was icy as we jumped upon the springy top
and dug and tossed and dug.

3.
Fresh manure in winter may
look as cold as frigid women,
yet be generating heat within:
a sleeping Mt. Helena, full of molten lava.

As we pierced the upper crust, a steamy vapor rose
enveloping and soaking clothing, skin, and hair.
With every shovelful, the footing
grew more moist and hot.

Each night, returning home,
I went through back streets only:
a leper, till I got beneath a shower.

THOUGHTS ON
UNLOADING A GONDOLA OF WINTER MANURE

 Winner of Grand Prize
 in the annual
 PPS Contest  1988

 MISFIT

it’s too late to change his subject
      his degrees would be a waste

held hostage now to choices
he made years ago in haste.

With the promise of youth gone,
academic disappointments,

younger colleague competition,
still he keeps each day’s appointments.

Srudents have to take his courses
on “The Meaning of Existence,”
where lectures from a note-book

leaving grading to assistants.
Speaking nervously, he praises

philosophic contemplation;
weighs the real and its appearance,

soeting substance from relation.
He discusses value judgments,

Kant’s Imperatives of Duty.
Hegel’s Universal Spirit,

Plato’s Goodness, Truth and Beauty.
while rebellious students wonder

at the College’s insistence -
when they all want “Cost Accounting”

  that they study man’s “Existence.”

Terra cotta soldiers
children of a tomb -

by caesarean section
from desiccated womb -
dusted, grouped together

in long imposing rows,
guard a new republic
from economic woes.

Thousands pay to visit
these guardians of state.

Their faces calm,
impassive,

reveal no sign of hate.
Would that every army

could pose so little threat
helping increase income
decreasing national debt.

 PRACTICAL CHINESE
(The Excavation at Xian)
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        THE MAGIC OF SUMMER
                           —by Mark Hudson

Abracadabra!  Summer is here,
some will drink ice tea, others drink beer.
Crowds will be walking around in shorts,
some will dance and make retorts.
Others can look for summer events,
buy frisbees that may cost fifty cents.
Some will go cruising around the beach.
Teachers hate summer if they can't teach.
So remember kiddies, enjoy ice cream,
July will fly by, as if it was a dream.

                    MUZZLED
                                —by Colleen Yarusavage

A dog’s nose is something extraordinaire!
Breathing and sniffing and inhaling air.
Cats can smell dinner,
but dogs smell the world.
Nothing escapes them, no matter how rare.
With leash firm in hand, I walk unaware
that grasses and trees tempt dogs everywhere.
Hoping to scamper,
I’m suddenly twirled.
A scent jams my walk, and I go nowhere!

           POSITIVE THINKING
                        —by Prabha Prabhu

When you're obsessed with minor ailments
stop awhile and count your blessings
think of those combatting cancer
undaunted by the deadly disease.

When all your efforts have come to naught
and failure stares you in the face
don't bury your head in the ground
never ever give up hope.

        A LAMENT TO BECK CREEK
                 —by Maureen Applegate

That which causes fertile fields
abundant growth and strongest yields
was spread by heavy rains.
Leeched into the watershed
by which this jewel of creeks was fed
a killer staked its claim.
The creek is now lush stagnant green,
fish and fowl moved out unseen…
Life once thrived in neat montage -
and no one owns its sabotage…

        SUPREMACY RULES AT NIGHT
                  —by Carol Dee Meeks

The Lobos brave a winter night
as fellow monarchs join their clan
across New Mexico’s enchanting soil
and also, old farmer’s whitened fields.
A Proverb scores their silver streaks
that quickly brings them stiff in stance;
when understanding is reason’s glow,
and dips of wisdom’s snow invade
their deep desires of supreme rule
and urge to force their will on nature.

Current
Challenge

was

“WORD
SEARCH”

Write a poem
of 10 lines

or less
 in which
each line
contains
at least

one word that
starts with

consecutive
letters of the

alphabet.  You
can start with

“A” or any
other part of
the alphabet.
Underline the
word that is
part of the
pattern in

each line.  (To
have ten lines
the last letter

you could start
with would be

“Q”.)

             GRACIE AND I
                               —by Marilyn Downing

Her amber eyes betray a wariness as
I consider whether I am choosing her.
Does she sense some doubt or has she been
through this experience before?
I stroke her silky tortoiseshell fur as she
gravitates to weave figure 8s around my legs.
Neither she nor I hurry this procedure.
On my invitation she considers before
she jumps onto my lap, circles, settles,
kneading her paws against my legs, adopting me.
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For our next challenge:
Let’s see how many of you are up to a REAL CHALLENGE.  I know that Keysner Poets have been
working on the SESTINA, and I wonder how many of the rest of you will have the courage to try this
difficult form. Are you the kind of poet who hears the word “difficult” and turns away, or are you a gutsy
poet who says, “Bring it on?”

For those who do not already know, the "Sestina" is a 39 line poem which has 6 stanzas of 6 lines
each, and an envoy of 3 lines.  To write a sestina the poet chooses 6 words--one for the end of each
line. The words repeat in this pattern:

1st stanza:1,2,3,4,5,6

2nd stanza:6,1,5,2,4,3

3rd stanza:3,6,4,1,2,5

4th stanza:5,3,2,6,1,4

5th stanza:4,5,1,3,6,2

6th stanza:2,4,6,5,3,1

envoy:  5,3,1  or  1,3,5

When you choose “end words” for a Sestina it is a good idea if you can find some that have more than
one meaning because each of the six words is repeated 7 times in a full Sestina including envoy,  or
repeated 3 times in a Semi-Sestina with no envoy.  Here are some words that have more than one
meaning:
air ball bank bat bay bear beef boil boot bowl box bud cape caper carp case cast cataract club cordial count counter
crane cricket curry dash date deck dough duck engage entrance express fair fast file firm flag flake flat foil grain
gross gum habit hail ham hatch hawk hip import interest jack jam jet key kid knot lap lead lean leaves let light litter
lock long loom  maroon mass match mean member mess might mind mint moor mug mummy net nick noodle note
object organ page pale palm peer pine pinion pit plug point pole pound press pride punt pupil quarry race ram
range rank rook rose row rear reel refuse rest right rock scrap seal season shed shell sole sound spell spring
squash staff stalk stall staple state stem stick stunt tap tender tense tick tide till tip toll top trip tuck type utter
volume wake well wind wound yard

In this “Semi-Sestina” example the end words are:1-best 2-
guarantees  3-sweat  4-tears  5-quick   6-exercise

A SEMI-SESTINA
CONCERNING NEGLECTED MINDS

At mental challenging I'll try my best,
(although I give no special guarantees.)
I only promise diligence and sweat,
perhaps a little blood, a few shed tears,
a modicum of anguish, chewed-down quick,
plus speed-up of synaptic exercise.

How many of us ever exercise
our brains enough, or ever do our best?
We keep our bodies firm--both lithe and quick,
as fit as daily workout guarantees.
We cry a bucketful of bitter tears
if we don't see results from grunt and sweat.

Ours is a culture based on body sweat,
we  are obsessed with body exercise.
We rarely ever cry frustrating tears
because of brains untrained to do their best.

           We don't concern ourselves with guarantees--
          "Just make us good to look at--make it quick! "

This is obviously too long a poem for our SYLVAN, but to get the feel of it, we
could do a half-sestina (or semi-sestina,) which would show the repetition
used in stanzas 1, 2, and 3, and we could eliminate the envoy.

If you master the “Semi-Sestina” with eliminated envoy,  you will have learned
the Sestina basics and it will be easy for you to write a bonifide Sestina.
There is usually a category in the annual NFSPS Contest for a Sestina and
the one you write could be a winner!

5.

IF YOU ARE NOT GUTSY.........

For those of you who are too timid to attempt to write

a Semi-Sestina, I do not want to see you unchallenged,

so your challenge will be to write a poem of 20 lines

or less that expresses a feeling of autumn sadness by

using imagery.  Use autumn colors, autumn smells,

autumn sights to show what you feel, but DO NOT

use the word “autumn.” You can write about changes

in scenery, chores, hobbies, entertainment, food, etc.

or relate the season to your life.

The Semi-Sestinas I receive will get priority when it

comes to printing space,  and the “autumn sadness”

poems will get whatever space is left.  (Leftovers will

have the option of being used in the November issue

of PENNESSENCE.
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NEWS OF PPS MEMBERS....

Meg Eden Kuyatt has recently launched a facebook page (Meg Eden Writes Poems) to announce 

writing events, contests, publication opportunities, and more for East coast writers.

Sixteen PPS Members Achieve 47 Wins In the 2014 NFSPS Contest
Category is listed first, followed by rank.
        (Nearly all categories had more than one hundred entries.)

  MORE CONTESTS
FOR THOSE WHO LOVE

TO COMPETE

Most states in NFSPS sponsor
annual contests. You can access
this information by Googling the
NFSPS site and clicking on “State
Links.”Coose a state and click
“Contests.”

Mark L. Barton  32-2

Barbara Blanks  3-4, 6-9, 11-2, 12-4, 13-8, 40-6

Steven Concert 30-8

Lee Pelham Cotton 12-1

Gail Denham 1-3, 2-8, 10-4, 13-7

Ann Gasser  7-10, 19-8, 27-6, 40-4, 41-3, 47-1, 48-4

Jerri Hardesty  37-8, 47-3

Meg Eden Kuyatt 4-5, 6-8, 9-5

Richard T. Lake 29-10

Brenda Miller 28-6, 44-8

Catherine Moran  15-6, 17-2,  32-3, 36-4

Jeani M. Picklesimer 28-9, 40-3, 48-1

Dr. M.P.A. Shaeffer  35-6

Anne Pierre Spangler 18-9 , 19-6, 23-5,

Loretta Diane Walker 26-5, 31-6, 36-3, 45-8

Lucille Morgan Wilson  16-3, 34-5. 37-6, 41-10

  Nominating Committee’s Slate For October Election....

  Nominations may also be made from the floor with prior consent of the nominee.

For President........................
 For Vice President.............

For Recording Secretary.....
 For Corresponding Secretary.....

For Treasurer........................

DeAnna Spurlock
William Vernon
Constance Trump
Ann Gasser
Wendy Bream

The quiet desperation
that we read about,

can be
at two or three a.m.,

as loud as any shout.
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   PPS MEMBERSHIP 2014-15 WINDOW OPENS
                                                                        SEPTEMBER 1....
          The new PPS fiscal year runs from October 1st of 2014 through September 30th of 2015.  Dues for the new
fiscal year may be sent starting Sept. 1st, and there is a grace period of 60 days which means names of unpaid
members are not removed from the list until after November 30th.

          Dues are $18 per year and include your membership in our parent organization, The National Federation of
State Poetry Societies, known as NFSPS.  Some of the advantages of being a PPS member include lower contest
entry fees than non-members and the chance to enter categories open to members only, the opportunity to participate
in our Spring and Fall Meetings where you will meet your poetry peers, attend workshops, and share your poems. You
can spark your poetic imagination with challenges in our newsletters, report your wins, and you can have your poems
colorfully illustrated when you share them in our monthly Online “Pennessence Project” which can be viewed by
anyone Online who Googles NFSPS, StateLinks, Pennsylvania, Publications.

          Members who want to be on the PATRON LIST can add $25 or more to their dues check.  Patron money is
used to help with the cost of printing and mailing our annual “Prize Poems” book which is sent free to all members.

           Dues will be accepted for new members entering the poetry contests postmarked Jan. 15 and March 15, 2015.

  APPLICATION or RENEWAL TO MEMBERSHIP IN PPS, INC.

 Please Check ONE:        I am a renewing member $18.00 ____

    I am a new member  $18.00____

 Check here ___to be a PATRON member by paying $25.00 or more plus dues ( list amt.)__________

Name _______________________________________________

Address____________________________________________________________________________________

                     ____________________________________________________________________________

                     ______________________________________________  Phone: (      )____________________

              E-Mail Address____________________________

               In Our Going Green policy we have eschewed membership cards,  but if you really really want one,
               Check here ____and we will see that you get one.

Make checks payable to PPS, Inc. marked "Dues" or "Patron" and mail to:

Wendy Bream, Treasurer
             114 South Bedford Street,

Carlisle.  PA  17013

7.
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PPS, INC. FALL CONFERENCE — SAT. OCTOBER 18, 2014
Hosted by Keysner Poets

***********************************

Start the day with coffee and a poem, at
Allenberry.  Let's get the day started with a
poem or maybe 35 poems from an
audience of poets!

We know there's a lot of important
business to take care of: election, etc. but
there's the important business of our
poetry and reading our poetry out loud.
Open Mic poets will have a chance to win prizes in a random drawing.

We hope to see you there!

 9:30 - 10:00 - Reception and Refreshments
10:00 - 10:45 - Open Mic for members with opportunity to win drawings
10:45 - 12:00 - Terry Wallace Workshop: What Our Teachers Never Told Us

Terry H.S. Wallace is a Poet, Novelist, Essayist, Editor, Publisher, 
Emeritus Senior Professor of English who  is a nationally published 
author of twenty books and dozens of articles. He directed a Creative 
Writing Program for 25 years that helped hundreds of students to find 
their talent and become poets, children's writers, novelists, journalists, 
and instructors of Creative Writing in their own right

12:00 - 1:00 - Lunch
1:00 - 2:00 - Business Meeting and Election
2:00 - Award a door prize and Adjourn
2:00 - 3:00 - Board Meeting

 Reservations for a room can be made by contacting the Allenberry Resort by
calling 717-258-3211. Be sure to mention that you will be attending the PPS
Fall Conference when you make your reservation.

               Please consider bringing a friend to the conference.
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Cost of the Conference is $22.00  Make
check to PPS. Inc., mark FALL MEETING,
and mail for Treasurer to receive by
October 12th.

PPS Treasurer Wendy Bream
114 South Bedford Street,  

          Carlisle,  PA  17013


